
Stock up on Ubiquitous
Head to the Adventure and Edible sections of the Ubiquitous store and secure enough supplies for 
your journey.  Consider the distance, the days to travel, the weather you might encounter, territory 
you will cross, and any unexpected detours or incidents. Write what acorns you think you will need 
on the attached blank Ubiquitous.

Count Your Thorns
Can you afford all those acorns?  Cut out your collection of acorns and show them to fellow readers.  
Looking at each other’s collections of Ubiquitous, imagine them as the contents of a Ubiquitous 
store. Set a pricing structure for the acorns using the Tyme currency chart below. 

Set a common budget for all the travelers.  Do you need to rethink your journey based on the 
budget? If all the acorns you need will not fit into the budget, can you work along the way? Sell 
something?
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Choose a Location
Like Rapunzel did with Jack, open your book to the map of Tyme, close 
your eyes, and drop your finger on a random location on the map. Do this 
twice to select the start and finish of your journey. Want to travel in your 
own world? Grab a printed map, atlas, or spin Google Earth to choose 
where your journey will take you.

Guide to the Currency of Tyme
Pink Currency 
Used by the Pink, Yellow, Green, 
Brown,Violet, Crimson Kingdoms

Gorse (dollar)
Rose (half dollar)
Hawthorns or Thorns (quarter)
Berry (penny)

Olive Currency 
Used by Olive, Blue, Redlands,
Orange, Grey, Lilac Kingdoms

Nautilus or Nauts (dollar)
Half-Nautilus (half dollar)
Quarter-Nautilus (quarter)
Notties (penny)
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